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St Francis Xavier Primary School
RB Landscapes was given the challenge of re-designing 2 areas constituting most of the open space at St
Francis Xavier Primary School in Frankston. The client desired to transform these existing areas into an outdoor kitchen and entertaining space, and an informal play space. The two initiatives were to be created to
encourage student involvement with natural materials and understanding of self-sufficiency and sustainable
practices.
In the first site, RB Landscapes proposes to re-develop
an existing disused amphitheatre space into a new
rammed earth seating area, indigenous food garden,
kitchen and chicken enclosure. A custom made
kitchen, consisting of a sink and wood fire oven will
be created to the north west of the site. The kitchen
will bench will extend to the south of the site, forming
the rammed earth seating area. Taking inspiration
from the existing amphitheatre, the seating area will
be formed to make 3 steps, 400mm high and 400mm
deep, large enough to hold 64 children at once. The
retaining wall and fill behind the seating area creates
the indigenous food garden.
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In the centre of the site, a grass mound will be formed
to control the existing level change. This mound will
not only provide a pleasant grassed area to sit on, but
will also provide a ‘platform’ to address those seated
on the rammed earth walls.
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To the north of the site, 3 deciduous trees provide shade over the site in summer, whilst allowing the winter
sun through. The existing veggie patch is retained, whilst another is created along the south side of the
existing school building wall. In the north east corner of the site, the existing chicken coop is expanded into an
enclosure containing espaliered fruit trees.
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The second site, to the north
of the existing basketball
court and playground,
has been designed as an
informal play space, where
un-prescribed play areas give
students the opportunity to
be creative within the natural
environment. The existing
sand pit is re-designed in a
more organic shape, using
rammed earth walls to retain
the new rocky outcrop.
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